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Abstract. The W-shaped divertor of JT-60U was modified from inner-leg pumping to both-leg pumping. After
the modification, the pumping rate was improved from 3% with inner-leg pumping to 5% with both-leg
pumping in a divertor-closure configuration, which means both separatrixes close to the divertor slots. Efficient
helium exhaust was realized in the divertor-closure configuration with both-leg pumping. A global particle
confinement time of τ*He = 0.4 s and τ*He/τ E = 3 was achieved in attached ELMy H-mode plasmas. The
helium exhaust efficiency with both-leg pumping was extended by 45% as compared with inner-leg pumping.
By using central helium fueling with He-beam injection, the helium removal from the core plasma inside the
internal transport barrier (ITB) in reversed shear plasmas in the divertor-closure configuration was investigated for
the first time. The helium density profiles inside the ITB were peaked as compared with those in ELMy H-mode
plasmas. In the case of low recycling divertor, it was difficult to achieve good helium exhaust capability in
reversed shear plasmas with ITB. However, the helium exhaust efficiency was improved with high recycling
divertor. Carbon impurity reduction was observed by the forced flow with gas puff and effective divertor
pumping.

1. Introduction
Control of helium (He) ash is one of the key issues in ITER-FEAT [1] and future
tokamak reactors, such as SSTR (Steady State Tokamak Reactor) [2]. ITER-FEAT is
designed to operate in ELMy H-modes or some other enhanced confinement regime for helium
ash exhaust. A detailed experimental database related to He level regulation and He ash removal
should be developed to contribute to the determination of the device size and to the evaluation
of the margin to ignition achievement. ELMy H-mode is attractive because of its capability of
steady-state operation and particle exhaust by MHD relaxation at the plasma peripheral region.
In previous helium exhaust studies on JT-60U with He beam fueling, good He exhaust
capability (τ* He/τE = 4) was successfully demonstrated in ELMy H-mode plasmas with the Wshaped divertor in steady state [3, 4]. The enrichment factor of He was estimated to be about
1.0, which is 5 times larger than the ITER requirement of 0.2. The enrichment factor of He
was defined by ηHe = [PHe/2PD2]div/[nHe/ne]main, where [PHe/2PD2]div is the ratio of the He
neutral pressure to the deuterium neutral pressure in the divertor and [nHe/ne]main is the ratio of
the He density to the electron density in the main plasma. Helium transport in ELMy H-mode
and reversed shear discharges has been investigated [4, 5].
Reversed shear mode with ITB is attractive because of its high performance and a large
fraction of bootstrap currents in non-inductive current drive as one of advanced tokamak
operation scenarios for future steady-state tokamak reactors, such as ITER-FEAT. However,
helium ash exhaust from the revered shear plasma is a matter of concern. A previous study of

He exhaust in reversed shear plasmas using He gas puff indicated that helium removal inside
the ITB was 2 - 3 times as difficult as outside the ITB [4]. It is very important to make clear He
exhaust characteristics of reversed shear plasma because of an enhancement of He particle
confinement.
The W-shaped divertor of JT-60U was modified from inner-leg pumping to both-leg
pumping in Nov. - Dec., 1998. After the modification, the pumping rate and the helium
exhaust efficiency was improved in a divertor-closure configuration. Helium exhaust
experiment was performed to investigate the efficiency of helium exhaust with both-leg
pumping in ELMy H-mode discharges. The influence of the pumping gap in a closed divertor
on deuterium and helium exhaust was investigated in Alcator C-Mod [6] and ASDEX-U [7]. In
this paper, the efficient helium exhaust in ELMy H-mode plasmas with the improvement of the
pumping rate, and helium removal from the core plasma inside the internal transport barrier
(ITB) in reversed shear plasmas are reported. Carbon impurity reduction by the forced flow
with puff and effective divertor pumping are also reported.
2. Modification of W-shaped divertor
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The W-shaped divertor of JT-60U was modified from inner-leg pumping to both-leg
pumping. In the W-shaped divertor of JT-60U, the outer exhaust slot, which has an aperture of
2 cm, was added to the existing inner one (with an aperture of 3 cm) as shown in Fig. 1(a). In
the case of inner-leg pumping, carbon fiber composite (CFC) tiles were used for divertor
plates, top tiles of the dome and baffling tiles at the divertor throat, and graphite tiles were used
for the other parts so far. Therefore, heat load to the dome bottom exceeded the limited surface
temperature 600°C of the graphite tiles in the configuration of the inner/outer separatrix close to
the inner/outer slots. The divertor configuration
had to be kept with the gap-in and gap-out > 3
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m3/s at about 0.1 Pa by using a gas filling
method, which is 25% higher than the one for Fig. 1. (a) W-shaped divertor with both-leg
pimping in JT-60U and (b) the pumping
inner-leg pumping. Helium exhaust is rate as a function of the gap-out (gap-in
accomplished by condensing an argon (Ar) frost gap-out for both-leg pumping).

layer on the liquid helium cooled surface of three NBI cryopumps for divertor pumping
between successive plasma discharges by injecting a known amount of Ar gas into the port
chambers.
3. Improvement of Pumping Rate
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Previous studies in W-shaped divertor with inner-leg pumping indicated that the private
dome and inclined target type divertor was successful in preventing the upstream transport of
hydrocarbons generated by chemical sputtering, thereby reducing the resultant carbon influx to
the main plasma [8]. The inner-leg pumping was effective in attached divertor because of
inboard-enhanced deuterium flux. On the contrary, it was not effective in detached divertor
plasma because of a remarkable increase in neutral pressure near the outer strike-point with no
pump. Actually, the X-point MARFE onset density was slightly reduced in the W-shaped
divertor with inner-leg pumping as compared to the open divertor without pump. With the
modification of the both-leg pumping, the onset density of the detachment as well as X-point
MARFE gradually increases up to 15% with increasing pumping rate. The pumping rate is
defined by the ratio of the deuterium particle flux exhausted with pumping to the deuterium
particle flux in the divertor, Rpump= Φpump
/Φdiv.
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configuration at the gap-in and gap-out of 0.5 with both-leg pumping. (b) Time evolution of
the electron density, the fueled D2 gas puff
cm from 3% with inner-leg pumping at ne = rate, total injected NB power, He I and D
3.5 − 4.0 × 1019 m-3. However, the pumping intensities in the divertor, helium density at
rate reduced to 1% in the lower density region r/a = 0.68 in an ELMy H-mode plasma.

4.

Efficient Helium Exhaust in ELMy Hmode Plasmas
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mode discharges (IP = 1.4 MA, B t = 3.5 T, PNB = 16
MW, q95 = 4.0, VP = 58 m3) as shown in Fig.2.
Divertor-closure configuration at the gap-in and gapout of 1 cm was kept constant for 3 s. The line-averaged electron density in the main plasma is
ne = 3.8 × 1019 m -3, which corresponds to 0.57 of Greenwald density limit, and the central
ion and electron temperatures are Ti(0) = 3.2 keV and Te(0) = 3.0 keV in the ELMy H-mode
plasma. Deuterium gas of about 90 Pa·m3/s is puffed to keep the electron density constant by a
density feedback control. The He concentration reached 2% of the electron density in the main
plasma and was kept constant for 2 s.
This indicates that the He source rate (equivalent to 0.6 Pa·m3/s) from the He beam
injection is balanced by the exhaust rate with He pumping. The electron density in the main
plasma has a broad profile and high edge density of ne = 2.5 × 1019 m -3 (r/a = 0.93). The He
density has the same profile as the electron density. In this discharge, τ*He = 0.36 s and
τ*He/τE = 2.8 with τE = 0.13 s and an H-factor (≡τE/τEITER-89P) = 1.2 were achieved, well
within the range generally considered necessary for successful operation of future fusion
reactors, such as ITER-FEAT (i.e., τ*He/τE = 5).
The He exhaust capability was compared between both-leg pumping and inner-leg
pumping. The dependence of τ*He on ne in the divertor-closure configuration (gap = 0.5 – 1.0
cm) with both-leg pumping is almost same as the one with inner-leg pumping (gap = 3.5 cm).
However, the He exhaust efficiency was extended from τ*He = 0.67 s (PNB=13 MW) with
inner-leg pumping to τ*He = 0.36 s (PNB=16 MW) with the divertor-closure configuration in
the higher density region. As a result, the He exhaust efficiency in the divertor-closure
configuration was extended by 45% as compared to the one with the inner-leg pumping.
Figure 3 shows the ratio of τ*He/τE as a function of the line-averaged electron density ne
in the main plasma. The dependence of τ*He/τE on ne in the divertor-closure configuration is
also same as the one with inner-leg pumping. However, the He exhaust capability was
extended from τ*He/τE = 3.9 with inner-leg pumping to τ*He/τE = 2.8 with the divertor-closure
configuration in the higher density region.
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In the He exhaust experiment, gas
puff and pump in the divertor-closure
configuration was characterized. The
particle recycling in the divertor was
enhanced with strong gas puff as shown in
Fig. 4 (b). Helium exhaust efficinecy was
improved with increasing particle recycling
in the divertor as shown in Fig. 4 (a).
However, the confinement performane in
ELMy H-mode plasmas degraded to H =
1.2- 1.3 with strong gas puff. In order to
keep higher electron density than ne = 3.2 ×
1019 m-3 in the divertor-closure
configuration, the required gas puff steeply
increases up to 120 Pa·m3/s, which is the
maximum gas puff rate. In the low
recycling, good He exhaust capability was
not achieved. The enhancement of divertor
recycling with no confinement degradation
is a key point in the He exhaust
experiments.
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Fig. 4. (a) The D2 gas puff rate required to
keep the line-averaged electron density.
(b) The deuterium flux in the divertor from D
line as a function of the line-averaged electron
density.

5. Helium Removal in Reversed Shear Plasmas
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In reversed shear modes, the electron density in the central region is peaked and the
confinement is remarkably enhanced inside the internal transport barrier (ITB), which is
formed near the position of minimum q.
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So, helium exhaust in reversed
shear plasmas with high recycling in a
divertor closure configuration as well as ELMy H-mode plasmas was addressed. In order to
improve the He exhaust efficiency in the core plasma, particle recycling flux was enahanced by
D2 gas puff and a shallow pellet injection. Figure 6
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In the W-shaped divertor of JT-60U, the in the case of the transport coefficient
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experiment [5] as a function of pumping
puff is remarkable as compared to DIII-D and JET. rate.
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indicated that the particle diffusivity around
the ITB was reduced by a factor of 5-6
compared with the inside and outside regions
in the reversed shear [5]. A transport analysis
was carried out to assess the helium exhaust
properties inside the ITB. A one-dimensional,
time-dependent, impurity code is employed to
calculate helium ion density. The radial
diffusion coefficie D(r) an the the convective
velocity v (r) are estimated from the results of
gas puff modulation experiments. Figure 7
shows the calculated He density profiles with
ITB and without ITB. The He density has a
peaked profile with ITB. The He density was
reduced with increasing pumping rate as well
as the one without ITB. Helium removal from
the core plasma inside ITB is possible with
sufficient pumping rate.
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6. Impurity reduction
Impurity shielding (friction force) with high-density divertor and plasma flow with puff
and pump are essential to reduce impurity level in the core plasma. The carbon impurity level in
the core plasmas was reduced from Zeff = 3 - 2.6 with inner-leg pumping to Zeff = 2.6 - 2.3
with both-leg pumping at the gas puff rate of 40 - 70 Pa·m3/s in ELMy H-mode discharges (I P
= 1.2 MA, B t = 2.5 T, PNB = 18 MW) as shown in Fig. 8. The C II intensity in the divertor
with both-leg pumping is larger than that with inner-leg pumping at the same electron density.
However, the impurity level with both-leg pumping was lower. Plasma flow with puff and
pump (impurity shielding) at the outer divertor may be contributed.
In the case of inner-leg pumping, the X-point MARFE onset density was found to be
ne/nGr = 0.50 [10]. The onset density increased up to ne/nGr = 0.63 with both-leg pumping in a
divertor-closure configuration. The onset density strongly depended on the impurity level. The
Zeff < 1.5 was obtained in the case of the higher onset density.
7. Conclusions
The W-shaped divertor of JT-60U was modified from inner-leg pumping to both-leg
pumping. After the modification, the pumping rate was improved up to 5% with both-leg
pumping in a divertor-closure configuration from 3% with inner-leg pumping at the high
density region. In steady state, efficient helium exhaust was realized in a divertor-closure
configuration with both-leg pumping in ELMy H-mode plasmas. A global particle confinement
time of τ* He = 0.36 s and τ* He/τE = 2.8 was achieved in attached plasmas. As a result, the He

exhaust efficiency in the divertor-closure configuration was extended by 45% as compared to
the one with the inner-leg pumping.
Helium exhaust characteristics of reversed shear plasmas has been studied by using HeNB injection in the W-shaped divertor of JT-60U. The helium density profiles inside the ITB
were peaked as compared with those in ELMy H-mode plasmas. In the case of low recycling
divertor, it was difficult to achieve good helium exhaust capability in reversed shear plasmas
with ITB. However, the helium exhaust efficiency was improved with high recycling divertor.
Helium removal from the core plasma inside ITB is possible with sufficient pumping rate by
the He transport analysis.
Carbon impurity reduction was observed with gas puff and effective divertor pumping.
Carbon impurity level was effectively reduced with both-leg pumping.
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